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Program Description 
Although wildly different in tone and subject matter, the films in the Grades 9-12 
program are connected by a willingness to pose questions and inspire conversation 
without spoon feeding answers. These films also deal with some of the most current 
topics with ingenuity and grace. From conflicts in the Middle East, Black-female 
identity, sexuality and social media, the program is meant to challenge student’s 
critical analysis of the issues at the centre in each story.  
 
This program contains some mature language and and violence that may be 
offensive or triggering to some people. 
 
Definitions To Consider 
Gender - the behavioral, cultural, or psychological traits typically associated with 
one sex. 
Subvert -  to overturn or overthrow from the foundation. 
Microaggressions - A comment or action that subtly and often unconsciously or 
unintentionally expresses a prejudiced attitude toward a member of a marginalized 
group. 
Third Culture -  Children raised in a culture other than their parents' (or the culture 
of the country given on the child's passport, where they are legally considered 
native) for a significant part of their early development years. 
 

Before the festival 
1. Share the program description with students. Let them know they are 

about to see short films about the importance of asking difficult questions of 
yourself and others. 

2. Have a brief discussion with some of the following questions:  
a. What are some of the ways you define yourself? 
b. How do you feel when people ask you “where are you from?” 
c. What are some differences you notice in the way others define you 

and how you define yourself? 
 

After the Festival 
1. Specific Film Discussions:  
Sweet Night  
The filmmakers of Sweet Night makes a conscious decision not to sensationalise 
the self-discovery of sexual and racial identity that marks the film. How does that 
choice benefit the message of the film? Did this subvert your expectations of a 
queer narrative?  
  
Hyphen-nation  
The balancing act of cultural influence on identity is explored in this simple but 
effective short film. This is the only film in this program that uses straight-forward 
“talking heads” style interviews. Please discuss the strengths and weakness of this 
method. How else would you have liked this issue explored? 
 
Nothing About Moccasins 
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White filmmakers have long exploited and appropriated Native narratives since the 
early days of cinema. How does the filmmaker reconcile her artistic ambitions as a 
filmmaker with her native cultural heritage? Is it possible to effectively and 
respectfully chronicle native history and experiences through western art practice? 
This conversation can also be extended to The Three Sisters Community Garden.  
 
Poop Emoji 
Tre’s self-confidence and value comes from his internet presence.  Social media is 
an art-directed and idealised version of reality.  Though the online world can be a 
safe haven for those who seek anonymity, the tools we use to stay connected often 
leave us disconnected. Can you relate to Tre’s fixation on likes, follows and 
retweets?  
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FILMS   

AT DAWN   

 
THEMES  
Middle east conflict, romance, 
peer pressure, discrimination 

The Palestinian and Israeli conflict is explored in a 
surprisingly intimate way in this studied portrait of 
young love. Ali, the sole Palestinian-Israeli, in a 
radical activist youth group in Jerusalem, is in love 
with his friend Yael. When a series of political 
outbursts in the West Bank occur, the group is lead 
towards direct action. Ali, struggling to impress 
Yael, and finds himself in a dangerous position. 

NOTHING ABOUT MOCCASINS 

 
THEMES   
Indigenous identity, first person 
narrative, family  

Eden Mallina Awashish’s short film is a “story that 
can’t be told”. Nothing About Moccasins explores 
the schism between colonial and indigenous 
storytelling, asking viewers the question on the 
value of oral traditions and the ways in which 
Western media commodifies them.  By using her 
lived experiences and the voices of her family, she 
creates an accessible and experimental 
documentary that will challenge and entertain in 
equal measure.  

POOP EMOJI 

 
THEMES Social media, peer 
pressure, expectation, 
relationships 

Reluctantly dragged to a house party, Toronto’s 
hottest social media personality tries to impress his 
friends with stories about his many girlfriends. In the 
process, he gets a wake up call about what it 
means to live in the moment.  This film is a hilarious 
social media satire that examines the complexities 
and superficialities of living in the digital era. 
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HYPHEN-NATION 

 
THEMES Black female identity, 
Canadian politics, pride, 
micro-aggression 

What does it mean to be a young Black woman in 
Canada? hyphen-nation asks five young women at 
the University of Western Ontario how they navigate 
their complex pluralistic identities.  

THREE SISTERS COMMUNITY GARDEN 

 
THEMES Urban vs rural, 
knowledge, autonomy, authenticity 

Access to fresh food is one of the biggest issues 
facing communities across North America. Having 
the confidence and knowledge of how to grow your 
own food is inspiring!  Zachary Greenleaf, a young 
Mi’gmaq shows the connection between song, 
gardening and community.  

SWEET NIGHT   

 
THEMES Sexuality, mixed race 
identity, urban vs rural  

Sweet Night asks how well do you know yourself? 
Andy is a young Metis woman living in Winnipeg is 
introduced to sweet grass by a friend on a walk 
through a city park. This chance happening sparks 
a night of self-discovery and reflection on her 
indigenous background.  

GENDERIZE 

 
THEMES Gender, puberty, family 
dynamics, education 

In 2012, transgender filmmaker Chase Joynt sat 
down with Benton (12), Madeleine (10) and Dexter 
(6) to talk about gender, puberty, school, and 
parents. Four years later, he revisited the kids to 
see what’s changed — but not before the kids 
flipped the camera on the adults to ask some 
questions of their own.  

 


